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< Abstract >

Over the past 100 years, we have achieved continuous development and growth of

humanity through the Third Industrial Revolution, However, In the last decade, the 4th

industrial revolution wearing a rocket called ICBM1) technology exceeding the rate of

technology change in the past 100 years was ignited, We have succeeded by

promoting ultra-high growth and formation of a new paradigm.

Despite the growth of new related markets and technological development of

state-of-the-art fields such as autonomous vehicles, etc, Just limited to specific

services, Industrial ecosystems that can blend together, interconnect, and generate

added value have not been generated to date.

Frontier coins are planned as a means of payment for some services including

electronic commerce as an Ethereum based token, Coin is a new attempt to plan a

coin with a payment-only coin that require the user to use the frontier coin, to

develop a business model that gives investors profit, leads the market.

The reason why coins are hard to use as a means of payment is that the value

fluctuates quickly from the transaction characteristics of large cryptocurrency.

Through a new attempt to fixed payment of the value of cryptocurrency by a

method of mixing payment of cash and cryptocurrency and settling it,

Cryptocurrency is used not in trading speculation but in real life as opposed to trading

speculation, it can separate benefits from its utilization, added functionality to create

profits in the existing value exchange function of institutional currency We would like

to complete the digital money that realizes profit by establishing the concept of

money.

Frontier Coin is the beginning to build Digital Money Based Middle Pay Gate Platform

which provides future page system construction and service, digital money based

payment relay service (current PG company's work), We will try to present a new

concept of currency that connect value payment and profit.

1) ICBM : ICBM basically stores data collected by things Internet (Things, IoT) sensors in the 
cloud, Analysis technology of big data, analyze this, It is to activate related industries 
by providing appropriate services in the form of mobile devices' services (Mobile).
By integrating technologies developed independently by ICBM sector so far, we can  
derive projects that can produce synergistic effects and effectively promote it, 
It is a strategy to create new markets and grasp the initiative of related 
technologies.
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1. Analysis of market opportunities

1.1 E-commerce market

B2C (Business to consumer) e-commerce topped 2 trillion dollars (2,240 trillion won) in 

2017, It shows an annual growth rate of 9.9%, which is expected to exceed about 4 trillion 

dollars by 2021.2)

As the market grows steadily, e-commerce platforms3) such as Shopify and woocommerce

is growing. In the fourth quarter of 2017, Shopify showed sales of 222.814 million dollars, 

and showed growth of about 73% compared to 2016,4) Woocommerce rapidly operated 

38,000 online stores and became the center to dominate e-commerce.5)

1.2 Mobile e-commerce market

2016 First half 2016 second half 2017 First half

Source: Statistics Agency _ 
Trend of online shopping

Unit : 100 million won

Current status of online shopping sales

Online Mobile

Global retail e-commerce sales(USD 10 billion) and total retail sales
Amount of e-commerce (source : Statista – unit : trillion $))

Domestic e-commerce market in the first half of 2017 accounts for 
36.87 trillion, Dual mobile e-commerce accounts for 20 pairs 60%

The need for online e-commerce applications worldwide as well as the US market is 

increasing,6) Especially in the domestic market, the penetration rate of smartphones in 

2018 exceeds 50 million units, while the mobile e-commerce market will continue to 

create markets like the birth of new and enormous dinosaurs.

Especially the amount of usage is increasing in travel and transportation services, 

showing entertainment usage patterns acting on lifestyle in general.

2) Statista (2018). eCommerce, Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2021
3) Provide only the commerce platform, management, the seller directly to the system
4) The Motley Fool.(2018)shopify, Increase in sales in 2017
5) Pagely.(2018).2018 Best e-commerce platform for comparison
6) https://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/5-Interesting-Facts-About-

Millennials-Mobile-App-Usage-from-The-2017-US-Mobile-App-Report
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Current status of smartphone essential applications

Most Essential Apps 18-34 Year-Olds Said They ‘Can’t Go Without’
Source : comScoce Custom Survey, U.S, Age 18+, 2017 Wave

 An essential application considered by US users of 18-34 years old. The first- amazon,  
The second- gmail, The third- facebook

* Materials on which online shopping malls are increasingly using smartphones

Mobile-centered domestic online shopping mall

Online shopping Main usage device Online shopping main payment device

Unit : %

Mobile only use Mobile central use

PC central use

Unit : %

Mobile only payment
Payment at a similar level with 
pc and mobile
Pay only for pc

Mobile central payment

PC central payment

ALL 10’s 20’s 30’s 40’s Over 50 ALL 10’s 20’s 30’s 40’s Over 50

source: nasmedia 2017 NPR data

Trends in online shopping
In June this year, compared to the same month of the previous year

Mobile shopping valuation and specific gravity

Valuation

2017Y 6M 2018Y 6M 2017Y 6M 2018Y 6M

Specific gravity

4 trillion 1075 billion won

5,421.5 billion wond

56.3%

62.1%

Mobile 
portion of 
online 
shopping

Data : NSO

Use pc and mobile at the 
same level
Using pc only

Food service 

4206 billion won 

(+ 93%)

Travel and transportation services 

1 trillion 2973 billion won

(+21.7%)

Household appliances, electronic, 
communication equipment 

9538 billion won 
(+ 27.5%)

Total
8 trillion 7252 billion won

1 trillion 430.8 billion won 
increase
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1.3 Electronic payment market

Payment made using electronic payment and electronic equipment. In the case of 
offline sales, unlike cash settlement, we need to register with a card company's 
merchant store and have a credit card terminal, Since online shopping malls do not 
damage cards to credit card terminals, we use "Payment Settlement Agency (PG)" 
which authenticates users in various ways and provides security measures.
Generally, when you make electronic payment, payment is made through two stages 
of card company and PG as follows.

Credit card PG transaction flow Flow of transactions of settlement traders 
of mobile phones

Customer Mall

Card 
Company

Credit 
card PG

Customer Mall

Carrier

Mobile 
phone 

payment 
PG

1.Product orders

2.Settlement
request

3.Settlement request

4.Settlement approval

7.Payment settlement

10.Money 
transfer

9.Payment
request

5.Settlement
approval

8.Payment
settlement

6.Shipping items

1.Product orders

6.Shipping items

2.Settlement
request

5.Settlement
approval

10.Payment
settlement

8.Fare 
settlement 

7.Billing

4.Settlement approval

9.Payment settlement

3.Settlement request

Data: Samsung Securities Data: Samsung Securities

As a weapon of convenience and cost reduction, the settlement system combined with 
mobile devices is the main player of the electronic payment market with names such as 
various Pay, and the number of users is steadily increasing. In relation to this, we analyze 
domestic, Chinese and global trends as follows.

◉ Based on the second quarter, the utilization status of domestic electronic settlement 
services, the rate of increase over the previous7) 

1) Usage of easy settlement services8) increased by 26.0%, 17.4% compared to the same 
quarter last year, an average of 3.36 million cases, 117.4 billion won 

2) Electronic Payment Settlement Agency (PG) services increased by 7.1%, 1.2%, 
respectively, from the same period last year, an average of 8.03 million cases, 400.1 
billion won

3) Easy remittance service usage record Increase of 25.5%, 19.0% respectively, 
compared to the same period last year, an average of 1.32 million cases, 91.1 billion won

4) Usage of prepaid electronic payment service increased by 10.0%, 13.8% compared with  
the same quarter last year, an average of 16.68 million cases, an amount of 127.6 billion  
won 

7) "State of Electronic Payment Service Usage during the 2nd Quarter of 2018" announced 
by the Bank of Korea on September 20, 2018

8) As a payment or transfer service using simple authentication means (eg, password) 
that appeared after the abolition of the use of the certified certificate 
(2015. March), Apart from the electronic payment service statistics based on 
the "Electronic Financial Transactions Law", the data investigated by the 
Bank of Korea from 2016
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Easy settlement service usage transition

(Usage count) (Amount spent)

[One million] [One million] [Ten billion won] [Ten billion won]

Distribution, 
Manufacturing(offline)
Distribution, 
Manufacturing(online)
Information, 
communication(online)

Distribution, 
Manufacturing(offline)
Distribution, 
Manufacturing(online)
Information, 
communication(online)

(Document / Korea bank)

◉ Competition intensified in China's mobile payment market9)

It has explosively increased from about 2 trillion dollars in 2015 to about 15.4 trillion 
dollars in 2017, centering on the Alipay group Alipay and the Tencent group's 
Wechatpay,
This is an amount of about 12.5 trillion dollars or more settled worldwide through the 
computer network of both Visa and MasterCard credit cards of the same year, It is 
40 times the applicable amount of payment of 377 billion dollars for settlement in 
which US mobile platform settlement was made.

* Changes in third-party mobile payment amount in China

(Unit: Trillion dollars)

Data : iResearch Consulting Group

(Unit: %)

Other

Note : Standards for the fourth quarter of each year

9) Korea Financial Research Institute 27 vol.14(2018.6.30.~7.13) 
International financial problems, intensified competition in China's mobile 
payment market and background
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◉ World mobile payment marketAccording to Gartner's survey, the global mobilepayment
market in 2013 is US $ 235.4 billion (241 trillion won), which is expected to exceed 
1 trillion dollars in 2019

1.4 New Payment System

The online shopping market has introduced new methods such as combining artificial 
intelligence systems such as Chetbot, strengthening the character of contents such as 
movies and dramas, providing shopping and sightseeing spots,
The settlement system cooperates with this and cooperates with the cacao talk, and 
provides a remittance and settlement service by the name of various pages through 
providing a platform that allows settlement from search.

The mobile electronic payment market is composed mainly of capital, When money 
occupied the way where PG company's card company was able to gain many benefits, 
Encrypted money merged with block chain technology that can solve fees and security 
problems quickly emerge as means of electronic commerce settlement and a substantial 
portion of the intermediate fee disappears and the burden on the merchants and 
consumers is considerable It seems to be partially relaxed.

For example, Recently Bithumb has agreed with Phase System to use in more than 6,000 
stores, Chain Partners based on Ethereum payment issues nose morality, can be used in 
various on-offline stores to reduce the burden,
Each local government also develops regional currencies that utilize block chain 
technology to reduce the burden on consumers and merchants. (Seoul Yangcheon-gu, 
Siheung-si )

Square, a mobile payment startup affiliated with PayPal, smartphone digital 
wallets are expected to replace credit cards within the next five years and 
consumers prefer wallets to support bit coins.

Total revenue of global mobile payment market from 2015 to 2019
(in billion U.S. dollars)
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2. Blockchain technology and surfacing of cryptocurrency

2.1 Block Chain Technology
◉ General definition of block chain technology

The Blockchain technology is a distributed data storage technology that records 
and records the transaction history transparently on a public transaction book that 
can be viewed by the participant and duplicates and saves it in a large number of 
computers, A technology that allows all trading participants to share information 
every time a plurality of computers concentrate recording and blocking hacking all 
over and trading.

◉ Changes in block chain technology
Stages are divided by block chains 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 etc and have the following contents.
- Block Chain 1.0: cryptocurrency such as bitcoin using distributed ledger technology
- Block Chain 2.0 : As represented by Ethereum, smart contract function is  

implemented, providing an environment that can be used in various applications 
other than simple cryptocurrency

- Block Chain 3.0 : Although it has not arrived yet, it means the procedure that most 
block chains of our lives such as public institutions are being reconciled like the 
Internet

◉ Utilization and future of block chain service
According to the Korea Science and Technology Information Research Institute, the 
global block chain market size is expected to be 500 billion dollars (about 550 
billion yen) this year and to 3.7 billion dollars (about 4 trillion won) in 2022, Even in 
circumstances where compliments such as "the revolution surpassing the Internet" 
and "the most elegant fraud in history" differ, countries can move quickly for 
market preemption

In various industrial fields such as finance, public, information technology (IT), logistics, 
distribution, efforts to combine block chains are active, not printing virtual currency. 
Based on the basic principle of block chain, we focus on improving the efficiency and 
stability of work

The technology that can reach the masses most in the block chain service is as follows

1) Bank Certificate "Bank Sign", bank association left to Samsung SDS and developed
- It is a new authentication means to substitute an existing certified certificate, 
once issued it is not necessary to renew within 3 years, it can be written without 
registering a trip certificate with 15 banks, Password is also simple with 6 digits.

2) Block chains are also linked to regional gift certificates and welfare allowances 
provided by local autonomous organizations

- Gimpo-si, Gyunggi-do holds hands with KT and issues a regional currency 
of 10 billion won on a block chain basis earlier next year.

- Korea Money Public Corporation and LG CNS develop block chain 
wallet specialized for municipal youth allowance, nursing 
allowance etc.
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3) Utilization in fields where origin verification is important, insurance with high level or 
document business complicated, customs clearance etc.
- The Samjin Fish Paste is open to the consumer through the QR code of the packaging 

paper after recording the information on all production processes such as 
warehousing, processing, packaging, sales with block chain technology

- Luxury merchant Ballando will also be able to display information such as origin, 
customs clearance etc.

4) Utilization at the government level
- The Customs Service will start building "export customs logistics service" in which 

48 related organizations and companies share documents that occur gradually from 
the customs declaration of export goods to the final India.

- The Ministry of Land, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Central Election Commission, etc. 
are also government level block chain model projects

5) Utilization at insurance companies
- KyoboLife conducts and manages "insurance payment automatic billing service" 
that gives insurance money, even at Actual Damage Insurance subscribers, at Inje Univ. 
Sanggye Back Hospital, Samyuk Seoul Hospital, Catholic Univ St. Vincent Hospital

2.2 Ethereum and ERC-20
In order to develop into a block chain that can be used for purposes other than trading, 
feels the limit of bit coins and block chains, wanting a free block chain, the current 
Ethereum, Smart contract, DApp was born.

◉ Smart contract
It is stored in the block chain and has the following two features
1) The contract made through the program can not change.
2) All data is stored dispersed.
3) It is used for token10) manufacturing token transaction.

◉ Ethereum and ERC-20
As mentioned above, there are many block chains that make use of the convenient 
and safe Smart Contract, Typical is Ethereum. Since everyone creates a token for the 
same purpose of use, Always like to exchange money if you go on our trip, ERC-20 
was created to propose a standard to solve problems in currency transactions.

10) The coin generated on the Ethereum is called a token separately

2.3 Cryptocurrency
Coins and tokens generated based on the block chain as described above are referred 
to as Cryptocurrency.
Although it enjoyed the heyday to reach temporary market capitalization of 750 billion 
dollars and was used for speculative purposes, It seems to be regaining essence of 
proper market value.
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The fundamental cryptocurrency bypasses the centrally managed call system and 
establishes true peer-to-peer transactions, Since it is not widely accepted as an 
executable trading method of goods and services that are supposed to be incorrectly 
established as a concept of securities investment, In order to be able to improve this, 
market payment instruments need to be effective.

(coinmarket cap.com Total market capitalization of 2018 global chart (currently about 300 billion $)

Current fluctuations in coin prices are positive to investors for speculative purposes, but 
consumers will not offer reliable money alternatives.

The value of the password money market amounts to about 300 billion dollars. 
However, the world's governments and companies and the international settlement 
system have not yet established the principle of secure regulation of password money 
transaction so that citizens who comply with the law can conduct real transactions using 
digital assets, the movements are being materialized little by little.

Governments and central banks around the world are studying with great interest on the 
possibility of utilizing the distributed director system, Some central banks are studying 
plans to directly issue digital currencies or apply them to existing settlement systems by 
utilizing the technology of distributed director such as block chain.

Particularly in the private sector, settlement services utilizing block chains, ATM, etc., 
have been installed, and some are utilized, this trend is expected to increase gradually.

However, cryptocurrency with a business model that anyone can apply easily yet has 
not been released, there is a necessity for this and situation where it is necessary to 
respond to the market.
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Obviously, when the cryptocurrency is used heavily it is to come earlier than expected. 
Consumers need a way to keep and use digital money easily, quickly and safely.

This is exactly the reason why frontier coins were planned and consumers will try to 
provide freedom to use cryptocurrency in a chosen way

3. A new paradigm of automobile sales market

3.1 Current status of domestic car rental market (contrast with car sales market )

In the first half of 2018, the total car sales volume of the six domestic brands was 756,99311) 

(897,102 including imported cars) Of those vehicles newly registered as rental cars, 116, 562 
(including imported cars - 4, 5% of rent-a-car registered cars), about 13% are registered as 
rent-a-car and are in operation.12) However, even if there are enormous related markets such 
as related insurance, maintenance, finance, administration, used car dealings, etc., we are not 
using the situation of the market related to e-commerce as mentioned above.

Half year 2018year 2017

Sales Volume Share Sales Volume Share

Hyundai

Kia 
Ssangyong

Chevrolet

Renault Samsung

Genesis

Total

Year Number of vehicles Ratio

Total

Number of registered cars by rental car year 
(first registration date standard)

(Unit : amount of car, %)

Car sales status in the first half of 2018
Current status of rental car 

registration in the first half of 2018

11) That data is a material to be updated on a car recipe 
(http://post.naver.com/car_recipe) on a monthly press release basis 
by each company

12) Current status report of rental business in 2018 of the Korea Rental Car Association
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3.2 Current status of online car sales market
In the domestic case, most of the cases are almost visiting and signing contracts, most 
of the automobile home shopping selling has been deregulated since March this year,
Hyundai Automobile is constructing showrooms with Amazon shopping mall ahead of 
time and offering services.

◉ The Amazon car service is the largest automobile information providing platform in the 
world and provides various information necessary for customer's selection of 
customers, such as comment and rating as well as a basic introduction such as price, 
performance, strengths etc. of all models Offer to, We can also check the test drive 
schedule and inventory and offer various services such as 360 degree virtual reality 
(VR) images, such as the appearance of the vehicle and the details of the inside can 
be seen at a glance

Source : Amazon’s Homepage

◉ In the case of Renault it is temporary but bring Europe's best-selling car Clio and 
sell it via e-showroom, We offer various promotion and are promoting online sales 
domestically

Source : PSA group's online car sales launch page in France
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◉ One out of five Europeans, when purchasing a car within the next year, Reveal the 
intention of purchasing online including mobile, showing signs of strengthening the 
online sales function of automobiles, centering on major manufacturers

The purpose of such a change is to simultaneously realize a reduction in distribution 
costs and an increase in satisfaction of automobile consumers,
Reduction of distribution costs will be reinvested in the quality improvement of 
automobiles and professional education of service personnel.

3.3 Car Rental Market and Block Chain
As mentioned above, travel, transportation and services in the domestic online market 
account for 23% (1.3 trillion), the car rental industry is responsible for the part that 
exceeds 13% of the selling market while the automobile market becoming a means of 
transportation changes to owned and used.

In addition to corporate rent-a-car, personal long-term car rental market steadily grew 
(24.9% in 2016), jumping over the growth rate of the whole car rental market (23.1%),

While the number of individual users on the market increases, the stability of 
transactions on the market gradually decrease due to the deepening of competitiveness, 
Customer's expense burden is increasing

Domestic long-term rent-a-car Sincha market size (Unit: amount of car)

74,000

Total
86,000

100,000

115,000

139,000

151,000

Corporation

An individual

70,000

78,000

82,000

91,000

98,000

105,000

4,000 8,000 18,000 24,000
41,000 46,000

2011Y 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Data: Industry estimate (Estimate)
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4. Frontier Coin Ecosystem Concept

4.1 Business philosophy
Password money has a very wide fluctuation range in price at exchanges, it is difficult 
to predict, the type of password money listed for each exchange is different, the 
price of the same password money also changes little by little, Can be used as 
impossible as can be.
Frontier coins overcome the limitations of these password currencies and present new 
possibilities that can be utilized as means of payment,
Pioneering a new business model of cryptocurrency like "Frontier" meaning the frontier 
in the Western era of America,
Frontier Coin's business philosophy is a strong challenging spirit that departed from the 
challenge of establishing a new concept that provides opportunities to use money not 
only for consumption but also for profit.

Also, the will to earn money from everyday consumption activities, so that the 
general public can obtain opportunities to purchase well, is a religious belief such 
as the salvation of mankind with Jesus' death and resurrection We are together, 
Such intention is reflected in the total issue volume (15.3 billion), the number of 
fish 153, the number of fish when the resurrected Jesus met a disciple who can 
not catch a fish for the first time and did a miracle to catch a lot of fish online we 
symbolically represent the will of the frontier coin and the development of the 
future, GV shopping mall, Sincha mall, car rental with new car, cafe in some areas, 
accommodation facility etc. Cooperate with the various businesses currently 
operated, data that users can believe and use in ecosystem. Then, We will try to 
provide services that can merge and manage and share benefits.

4.2 Use method as a means of payment
In order to use the password currency as a means of payment, it is possible 
to activate the use in which three conditions such as fluctuation of value, 
inconvenience accompanying purchase of cryptocurrency and the like 
should be satisfied.
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First, Cooperating organizations selling services and products such as shopping malls, 
cafes, restaurants, accommodation facilities, etc. must not have losses.
Second, Regardless of the price of exchanges, the value standard for fixed payment 
must be fixed, the consistency of value application must be secured by lengthening 
the cycle of fluctuation.
Third, Motive should be provided that allows frontier coin users to be willing to 
purchase frontier coins through exchanges and P2P transactions.

In order to satisfy these three prerequisites, in frontier coin ecosystems, the price of 
goods and services is divided into cost and profit, the cost is paid in the existing 
currency, profit, payment in the cryptocurrency and prepared a loss safety device.

Price of goods

Delivery price of the 
manufacturer Mall's profit

Cost of shopping mall

 Cost: Delivery price of manufacturer + Cost 

of shopping mall ==> Payment in existing 

currency of the institutional area

 Profit : Pay with frontier coin

A motive to overcome the inconvenience of having to purchase coins at exchanges or 
the like with a policy that it is deemed that the profit paid by frontier coin is worth 5 
or 10 times as much as the market price can be given.
The certified value minimizes the variation in the value of the application due to 
market changes by establishing the section of the price formed at the exchange.

4.3 Frontier coin ecosystem

The ecosystem of the frontier coin is divided into cost and profit by automating the 
system that mixes room currency and cryptocurrency and the intermediary settlement 
system that supports it is at the center of the ecosystem,
In conjunction with the services of various partners in many fields, we present a solution 
optimized so that users do not feel great inconvenience to settle in two currencies.

5. Frontier coin Technical Detail 

Frontier coins try to apply technology with the following structure to cope with
the increase of cooperating companies participating in ecosystem.
The frontier coin is composed of a three-layer structure, the application layer is 
responsible for the connection function with all the participating members, The 
service layer is responsible for the function that connects the management (middle) 
layer and the application layer to each other and can participate in the 
ecosystem, Finally, the management (middle) layer is responsible for 
connecting the block chain distributed storage to the services of each 
hierarchy.
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◉ The App Layer
The App class provides UI and API for creating and accessing information.
Participants in the ecosystem can use all functions such as sending coins via an 
official e-purse (IOS / Android App) including Frontier Wallet,
Third parties who wish to participate in the ecosystem can also make use of only 
data allocated through their own special application (advertiser specific application).

◉ Service Layer
The service layer is responsible for connecting and managing the application layer 
and the management (central sd) layer, and providing the user information. It 
manages data with the data input / output system of the management (central) 
layer, Internally divided into two parts to store information related to Ehtereum-
based smart convention update system and application (middle) layer application 
data and application related to smart contract, It has data linkage function of both 
parts, and the service layer is responsible for smart contract information, token and 
account and data link function.

◉ Core Layer
The management (core) layer is responsible for diversifying functions so that data 
can be safely protected within the data network using the final encryption technology.
Because the space to store block chain data is limited, the management (middle) layer 
system is necessary so that data such as photos, video, vehicle record, etc. can be 
managed with an efficient system.
For this reason, the data created is automatically encrypted and can serve as an   
important function that can only be tried by the creator

6.1 Integrated wallet solution

Integrated wallet solution provides basic Coin wallet service for coin storage and 
exchange, provides functions such as automatic backup, We will continuously improve 
and improve functions according to cooperating services such as settlement function of 
shopping mall, point mall linkage, third party incentive fee etc.

6.2 Messenger interlocking service

Consultation of contents such as shopping, accommodation facilities, travel, 
rental etc. to which the frontier coin works in cooperation, we would like 
participants to be able to receive all the services related to platform 
like cacao shopping platform interlocking. 
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The difference with cacao is that artificial intelligence autobot which is chatbot, this 
agent has been analyzed user's needs based on big data, recommended services 
according to purpose and preference, It will assist you so that you can make a more 
satisfactory selection more conveniently.

Kakao, Attempts to interlock with online shopping platform centering on "Messenger service" Kakao talk 

Kakao is interlocking the shopping platform to the additional function of 'Kakao Talk', the domestic first messenger service
Currently available shopping platforms within the Kakao Talk are Kakao Talk order, shopping, Makers with Kakao etc,
Through interlocking with the cacao page which is the company's easy settlement system, they have constructed a system 
that can order goods without another outlink.

Shopping service provided by Kakao talk

KakaoTalk Order KakaoTalk Shopping Plus friends Kakao Pay

Affiliate franchise 
store Food 
delivery

E-Mart
Delivery service for 
daily necessities and 

food

Provide coupons and 
promotional information 
of related goods when 

add plus friend

Source: Related articles and related services page

6.3 GV mall

Frontier Coin The most important service system in the ecosystem, dealing with various 
living goods, In order to use the point based on the coin as a means of settlement, coin 
launderers apply the new concept.
Especially exporting shopping mall platform overseas, It is possible to play a very 
important role mainly with collaboration with overseas projects in the future.
By applying a settlement method that mixes real money and cryptocurrency which 
is a business model of frontier coins, Customers at shopping malls can use the 
frontier coins to gain great benefits.
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Food
Life

Kitchen
Beauty Fashion

Furniture
Interior

Home 
electronics

Digital

Childbirth
Childhood

Hobby
Pet 

Performance

6.4 Sincha mall

GV Mall and Frontier Coin The most important service system in the ecosystem is 
making automobiles the main business model. We promote business in all areas related 
to automobiles such as new car sales, long-term car rental service, on-demand service, 
used car dealings. Automobiles are a business that puts more money, and it has a great 
effect on increasing the amount of coins used, and there are some positive positive
effects such as rising trading at exchanges.

6.4.1 On Demand (Call Van / Taxi Limousine / Chauffeur service ) Service

Of the several services of the Sincha mall, on-demand service can be 
expected to have a positive effect that can be acquired through business 
alliance with a service that can earn synergistic effects together with 
messenger interlocking services etc.
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In the ecosystem, articles providing transportation services can receive incentives for 
points through customer reviews of safe driving and service quality, Passengers can 
also receive points as a reward for review.

Division Car sharing Car rental

Lease time 30 minutes / 10 minutes unit charge Minimum 12 hours to 1 day

method of payment deferred payment Prepayment method

refueling Additional charge per km User burden

insurance Included in basic charge Additional cost added (select)

Reservation Available immediately after reservation Required document preparation after reservation

Rental / return time Available 24 hours (unattended) Return within business hours (manned)

Rental / return location Contracted parking lot of each base Car rental company

Vehicle key Smartphone use (unattended) Car rental company's (manned)

Main use purpose Short distance, within the city center Long distance such as travel, business trips

Comparison of car sharing and car rental

6.4.2 Car sharing service platform

Building a car sharing service directly requires a lot of time and effort
However, we have a foundation that we can jointly participate in the car sharing service 
platform of the new car mall and improve the value of the frontier coin, This is to 
provide opportunities for all participants to participate in ecosystem building realization 
of great benefits.

6.4.3 Used car trading platform

It is used as a means of settlement together with AutoBit coins on the Sincha mall's 
used car trading platform,
Although not participating in the unique area of the new car mall ecosystem, 
you can gain the effect of sharing the business goal of the Sincha mall 
platform as follows.
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At the heart of the used car trading platform, honestly recorded data will reduce 
unnecessary costs, This is clearly displayed on the used car trading market.

Until now, the problematic part of trading used cars between individuals and 
individuals is whether or not to trust the accidents and maintenance history of the 
vehicles they intend to purchase, but how detailed the way the cars wanted to 
purchase were driven Information could not be found anywhere,
It paid a high brokerage fee to both the seller and the buyer, but it has become a 
factor that leads to unreliable results and has resulted in forming mutually unreliable 
markets.

Purchase 
process

Purchase Accident/Maintenance 
record check

Make a quote
Write a 
contract

Receive 
settlement

Purchase 
consultation

Write a 
contract

Payment and 
consignment

Purchasing 
consultation
/ request 

Accident / 
maintenance history 
and performance 
checked

Confirm 
performance 
(evaluation) 

Accident / 
maintenance 

history inquiry

Make a 
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Write a 
contract and 

input suggestion 

Receive 
settlement

Suggestion, 
registration

Transfer of 
ownership 

registration
(District office)

inspect 
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for sale position) 
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purchasing 
consultation 

Make 
a quote 

Write a 
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and input sell

Sell 
registration

(Ministry of land)

Transfer of 
ownership 

registration
(District office) 

payment of 
money and 

receive vehicle
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Puchase
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Ministry 
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District 
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nance
store

Janganpy
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used car 
shop

Purchase 
process

Trading
company

[Janganpyeong used car trading business process]

However, through participation in the ecosystem, in the case of certified vehicles, the 
buyer can view the maintenance history of the vehicle with the permission of the seller, 
Data that can confirm the seller's driving tendency and the like is generated, the proper 
price of the used car is presented using these information, You can also reduce the 
intermediary expenses such as checking the state of the vehicle and insurance for 
transaction safety.

Through transactions of certified vehicles, we are receiving point incentives through both 
buyer and seller assignment and registration processes, We will expand the following 
systems of Jean Ampyon used car trade block chain system to promote in Seoul City in 
the future.

· Used car purchase and sale agreement, forgery / misleading prevention such as 
automobile performance / condition check record

· Block chain management such as ownership transfer, mileage, accident 
information etc

· Block creation from block chain, change of contents of information 
blocked in time series
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6.5 Partnership with other cryptocurrency

Issued password money has its own unique business model and the block chain 
network is different and there is no reciprocal compatibility cryptocurrency business 
alliance can be made very difficult or impossible.
However, in the frontier coin ecosystem, only matters concerning functions as a means 
of payment are taken, so if you agree with the usage method defined in the 
ecosystem and there is technical cooperation accompanying it, you can quickly and 
easily find out what kind of cryptocurrency project is We can cooperate with you to 
grow together.

Cryptocurrency

Frontier coin ecosystem

Frontier Coins Efficient use in real life can be shared easily and quickly with a small 
technical linkage to realize the payment method and the sharing policy required for 
ecosystem, Based on this, it can become a major driving force to achieve the goals 
planned in the project, and many cryptocurrency disciplinary collaborations are possible. 
A large number of cryptocurrency discarded partnerships can be expected to greatly 
increase the scale and scope of the frontier coin ecosystem.

6.6 Big data-based travel products and accommodation services

According to the Korea Automobile Industry Association, the proportion of SUV in the 
automobile market has increased rapidly from 22.6% in 2010 to 43.0% in 2017, It is 
made to occupy a considerable proportion among imported vehicles and the maximum 
reason for these phenomena is that the time spent with family is increased due to 
the development of outdoor leisure industry such as camping and 5 day weekly 
work etc. As a result, related goods and accommodation markets have grown 
significantly.

In connection with this, we will try to provide reservation services and 
comprehensive product services through partnership with domestic 
famous resort, breakfast industry so that participants in the frontier 
coin ecosystem can do with a more convenient and reasonable 
consumption model.
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Since the frontier coin ecosystem is an open ecosystem, anyone can freely participate 
and plan a business model to provide consumers with a variety of profit opportunities 
and value added services,
We will develop services and applications that both investors and coin users can win-win.

Automobile
Pay System

Mall

Travel

Rental

Frontier coin
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7. Road Map 

7.1 Planning the basic application(Basic App Roadmap)

Division Wallet 
Linked to shpoping 

mall

Linked to Sincha 

mall

Travel and other 

services

2018Y 11M
APP development 

completed
Design and planning

Design and 

planning

2019Y 4M Upgrade primary
product 

development
Sincha sales Service planning

2019Y 8M Upgrade secondary rental service provide survice

2019Y 10M Upgrade 3rd order Maintenance etc.

Cooperation with 

overseas 

manufacturer

Frontier coin ecosystems are based on human capitalism expecting profits to realize profits 
based on the function of currency that exchanges payment instruments and participation 
in ecosystems and value evaluation of coins, Aim for rapid diffusion of ecosystems. Concern 
about whether the new concept of money coexisting with provision of newly presented 
value and realization of profit is feasible is raised. However, the frontier coin strategy is 
appealing to calmly grasp the attributes of egoism and e-commerce for human benefit, 
promising services where convenience and confidence intersect.

7.2 People who make frontier coin ecosystem

The frontier coin ecosystem was designed and made by participants improved through 
openness open to all services.
A service that can efficiently utilize the vast amount of data created through 
contributions of participants is optimized so that the service can provide the highest 
value to the customer with the support of the development team Provided value is 
provided and the benefit associated with the use of the service is bundled.

For example, a connection with a shopping mall trading service platform already having 
a database with many customers will provide the most inexpensive purchasing method 
for ecosystem participants, promote the use of frontier coins,
These uses will be the driving force to continuously improve the value at the exchange 
that will result in an increase in trading volumes.

People who make frontier coin ecosystems include both partners offering services 
such as shopping malls, Sincha malls, travel agencies, accommodation facilities 
and unspecified number of users using frontier coins as settlement means.
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7.3 Timeline

Step-by-step development and service launch plan for the interaction with the smooth 
contribution of ecosystem participants after the token generation event is as follows.

2018 3Q

1. Planning & Organization

4Q

1. Release of application

- Wallet (English, Korean support)

- home page

2. White Paper Draft Version

3. Partner Agreement (Shopping Mall)

4. Listing of domestic exchange

2019 1Q

1. Partner recruitment and contract

2. Interlocking with shopping mall settlement function

2Q

1. Partner service connection

2. Page System Test

3. Application update (Chinese language support)

4. Digital Money Based Middle Pay Gate Platform Design

3Q

1. Review and adjustment of primary coin distribution volume (annual 3Q regular enforcement)

2. Business agreement on leisure areas such as domestic resorts

3. Development of reserved connection system

4Q

1. Overseas partner agreement (resort, hotel etc.)

2. Workshop of the primary partner company (4Q periodic enforcement once a year)

3. Application update (Japanese support)
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Division Name Roll

Founder Group
Hoein Jung CEO

Kangsin Lee CEO

Business Operation & 

Management Team

James Han Lead of Team

Sangyong Choi Marketing analysis

Moonsu Lim Business research

Daeryong Yoon Business research

Engineer Team 

(Software and R/D)

Ryon Kim Lead of Software Engineering

Hyeun Park Mobile engineering(Android)

Bongju Kil Mobile engineering(iOS)

Sowon Je Server engineering

Engineer Team 

(Blockchain)

Myungwhan Jung Lead of Blockchain Team

Jungrok Lee
Analyze and develop a blockchain

networks

Woojin Park Develop a blockchain networks

Sangwon Jeong Testing a blockchain networks

Design Team

Hoyeong Jeong Lead of Design

Nuri Han UX/UI Design

Hyeona Kim Graphic Design

Adviser Kyuchol Lee Business Consultant

8. Team composition
8.1 Team

GV Mall is a multi shopping mall that can also sell new cars as food,

life goods, cosmetics, baby products, pet supplies, fashion goods a

nd special halls as a shopping mall in which rental moles have ente

red.

AutoBit Coin

It is an automobile-centered service platform such as purchasing

new cars, long-term cars in automobiles, car maintenance, used c

ar buying and selling.

Cafes,pensions,restaurants,

resorts, travel agencies, etc.

Many participate in cooperating shops that use frontier coins as s

ettlement means in Gangnam area and Gwangju wide area, and th

e number of industries and stores that are continuously involved i

s increasing.

8.2 파트너
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※ Partners are scheduled to increase continuously as consultations on cooperative 
relationships are ongoing, such as Pay shops, accommodation businesses, travel 

9. Creating and setting tokens

Frontier token is a means of payment used in real life including shopping mall, total 
issuance amount is 15,300,000,000 pieces.
The issued quantity is planned in many quantities for use as a means of settlement, As the 
number of fish caught by throwing a net to disciples who can not magazine meat when 
Jesus first met with his disciple who revived and fished fishing was 153, all businesses 
using frontier coins 100 We have a vision to try to grow compensation, Implementing 
licenses within the platform through Ethereum Smart contract and implementing some 
dividend rights and beneficiary rights.

1) founder and advisor 10%
Founder who planned frontier coin and advisor's interest

2) Public issue 5%
Stocks for investors who invest in the business value of the frontier coin project

3) R&D 5%
Equity of development cost to solve technical problems necessary for frontier coins to 
be used as means of settlement in various circumstances of real life

4) Marketing 10%
Collaboration with other services such as Phay system · Promotion for cooperation and 
promotion, Quantity used for listing on exchanges

5) Distribution 70%
Shopping malls, premature services, long-term rental etc. Quantities distributed as real-
life payment instruments

10%
5% 5%

10%

70%

Founder&Adviser

Public offering

R&D

Marketing

Distribution

※ The above figures are configured for distribution of the entire configuration, 
and the ratio with the total issue volume may be adjusted as necessary.

Information on the change will be notified via the official channel 
(homepage, telegram).
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10. Exemption provisions (Legal considerations and other)

This white paper has been created for the purpose of providing concrete information 
to the frontier coin, many interests to Gadjishi, the overall content and road map of the 
platform, may be changed in the future.
We can not revoke this by considering investing with frontier coin as agreeing to 
disclaimers and events.

In this white paper, it is completely irrelevant to solicitation of investment etc, and 
Frontier Foundation Co. Ltd. responds to it for damages, losses, other financial damage 
such as debts, Please be aware that you will not be liable for compensation or any 
other responsibility.

We must not participate in this project unless we fully understand and accept the 
essence and potential risks of the business provided by frontier coins and continue to 
hold or provide guaranteed specific value It can not be guaranteed.

The information and data recorded in this white paper are taken from a reliable 
information source but did not independently verify the information sources and data 
of the third party mentioned, We do not confirm the underlying assumptions relying on 
such information sources quoted.

As this white paper has been prepared as "as is", any content included in the white 
paper may not be accurate up to the point in time and the changed content may not 
be reflected.
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